Introduction

Historical _oersgective on aeroelasticitv
however, the widest attention has been given to aeroelasticity in the field of aeronautics. Virtually from the beginning of flight aeroelasticity has played a role in the design or flight readiness process of new vehicles. One of the earliest examples of conscientious and beneficial use of aeroelasticity was the Wright Brothers' application of wing warping to take advantage of wing flexibility for the purpose of lateral control of their aircraft. 5
As flight capabilities progressed rapidly in the early 20th century, aeroelasticity continued to play an important part in aircraft design. Aeroelasticity was generally looked upon as a problem and aeroelasticians were usually consulted to fix these problems rather than being invited to join the design team early in the process to anticipate and make beneficial use of aeroelastic characteristics.
This led to many expensive vehicle redesigns, as well as the loss of flight vehicles and human lives along the way. While theoretical developments progressed so that there was a continually improving understanding of aeroelasticity, the drive to achieve faster flight forced vehicles in the direction of ever lighter structures and thinner, more flexible lifting surfaces. This trend continued to make aeroelasticity an important technical field for flight. As vehicles approached and exceeded transonic speeds, the need for experimental assessment of aeroelastic behavior grew substantially because of the pronounced effect of transonic aerodynamics on phenomena like wing flutter. At the time that the transonic flight regime was being conquered, the ability to theoretically determine unsteady aerodynamics for use in the prediction of flutter did not exist. This inability to handle transonic aeroelastic effects was one of the major considerations that led to the idea of the NASA Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel.
History of the TDT
As the flight capabilities of aircraft advanced, wind tunnel testing capabilities were also advancing to satisfy the need. By the early 1950's several transonic wind tunnels were available.
Aeroelastic experiments could then be conducted at transonic conditions, which tended to be the critical flight regime for many aeroelastic issues.
A significant early effort to specifically address this need was the conversion of a 4-ft heavy gas tunnel at the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory to a 2-ft continuous flow transonic tunnel for the purpose of flutter testing. 4 However, the lack of a particularly suitable facility in which to determine the aeroelastic behavior of new high-speed aircraft designs led A. A. Regier in 1951 to propose that the NACA design and build a large-scale, transonic facility dedicated to aeroelastic testing.
Reference 4 lists the following requirements that were originally stated by Regier: 1) that the facility be as large as feasible to enable accurate simulation of model details, such as control surfaces; 2) that the facility be capable of was becoming ever more difficult to scale aeroelastic models to match the lightweight, relatively flexible structures of modern aircraft. In an attempt to reduce the challenge of scaling transonic aeroelastic models, a study was conducted around 1973 to assess the possibility of increasing the TDT drive motor horsepower.
Aeroelastic testin_ capabilities and improvements
The study concluded thata fiftypercent increase inhorsepower was feasible With a re-wind ofthedrivemotor.Thisincrease in horsepower would alsoprovide a fifty percent increase in dynamicpressure capability. This upgrade was eventually approved andwascompleted in 1985, thus easingthe difficulty of designingand building aeroelastically scaled models for taskssuchasflutter clearance offlight vehicles. An additional TDTdesign studywascompleted in 1975 to assess thepossibility of providing even greater increases in thedynamic pressure capability oftheTDT whilealsoincreasing theoperating Machnumber tonear M=l.4. Thestudyconcluded thatit wasfeasible to increase boththedynamic pressure andtheMach number of theTDT. Thisproposed design wouldprovide the increased capability by usinga compressor system to remove some oftheflow(airor heavy gastest medium) fromtheplenum chamber of theTDT duringtesting. Thissystem waspredicted to providethecapability of testing toM=1.3 atacostofapproximately $10,000,000. Facilityshape modifications werealsoproposed inorder to achieve M=i.4,at a costestimate of 2-3timesthe financial investment required toachieve M=I.3. These estimated costsare the primaryreasonthat these modifications werenotpursued. Theincreased dynamic pressure capability provided by theTDTdrivemotor rewind,andthepotential additional increase in dynamic pressure andMachnumber based onthetwomid-70's design study proposals areshown inFig.7. proposed that a study be conducted to further increase the tunnel drive motor horsepower to 100 percent more than its original rating, install the plenum-flow removal system discussed above, and analyze and/or modify the tunnel structure to allow testing up to pressures of four atmospheres. At these pressures, the Reynolds number provided by the increased density of the heavy gas would have provided full-scale Reynolds numbers in the TDT for many flight configurations.
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This project never became anything more than a suggestion that was believed to have technical merit.
Tunnel cooling system-
At the same time that the TDT drive motor was upgraded, the cooling system for the TDT tunnel circuit was replaced and improved to handle the cooling requirements with the increased motor power capability.
The original cooling coil system consisted of piping and heat-exchange fins mounted in a single plane immediately upstream of the corner turning vanes that are first encountered downstream of the drive motor. This position is noted in Fig. 4 and is labeled "2 row vertical tube cooler" in this figure.
The new cooling coil system, constructed in 1985, consists of two sets of piping mounted side-by-side in the same general location as the previous system.
A new circulating-air-cooling tower was also constructed as part of this project. In addition, a new control system was provided to improve regulation of the airstream temperature in the TDT. Water conditioned by the cooling tower is used in the piping to provide the heat transfer medium to cool the tunnel. Unfortunately, the need to eventually discontinue the use of the R-12 heavy gas in the TDT was identified at the end of the 1980's. Environmental constraints on the use of R-12 were being accelerated such that its future availability for wind tunnel testing was at risk and its cost was rising rapidly.
An effort was initiated at NASA Langley to identify a new candidate heavy gas for use in the TDT in place of R-12.
A number of gases were considered, including sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), which has been used in some recent test facilities on an experimental basis.
However, the gas chosen to replace R-12 in the TDT was l,l,l,2-Tetrafluoroethane (CH2FCF3), also identified as R-134a.
R-134a is a relatively inert gas with properties similar to R-12. Like R-12, it is a virtually odorless, tasteless, invisible gas. It is incombustible within the temperature and pressure ranges that are experienced at the TDT, both for pure R-134a and for gas/air mixtures.
Some of the principle aerodynamic properties of R-134a, R-12, and air are shown in Table 1 . R-134a is approximately 3.5 times denser than air for identical pressure, temperature, and volume, making it a reasonably equivalent replacement for the previous R-12 heavy gas. This section of the paper describes the conversion from R-12 to R-134a and several important improvements that resulted that contribute to the efficiency of conducting aeroelastic tests in the TDT. the operators to make many routine decisions depending on the operating conditions. The entire control system was overhauled and the control room refurbished. New
Allen-Bradley programmable-logic-controllers (PLC's)
were installed with new graphical operator interfaces. All operator controls were moved from the graphics panel to a dedicated console and a new graphics panel was installed which displays all critical process variables ( Fig. 11) . A new process data acquisition system (PDAS) was installed which continuously records process variables to assess system performance and perform diagnostics. Bypass Valves-A unique safety feature of the TDT is a group of four bypass valves connecting the test chamber (plenum) of the tunnel to the portion of the wind tunnel circuit just downstream of the drive motor (see Fig. 4 ). When these valves are opened, some of the relatively high pressure test medium downstream of the tunnel drive fan flows through the valve tubes into the lower-pressure test chamber.
This causes a change in the tunnel test section mass flow and pressure, resulting in a rapid reduction in the Mach number and dynamic pressure.
In the event of a model instability, such as wing flutter, these quickactuating bypass valves can be opened in an attempt to save the wind tunnel model from a catastrophic failure.
The bypass valve system results in approximately a 25 percent reduction in operating Mach number and up to a 38 percent reduction in dynamic pressure in the transonic operating range. Half of these reductions occur in about three seconds.
The original TDT bypass-valve system consisted of only two quick-actuating valves.
This system was found to be inadequate in reducing the flow conditions, so two additional valves were added during the mid-1960"s to provide the current performance capability mentioned above. This is because it is most efficient to lower the tunnel pressure to about one-sixth of an atmosphere before fully recovering the heavy gas to make a test section entry. If the pressure on the test section side of the isolation valves could be lowered to one-sixth of an atmosphere while leaving the rest of the tunnel circuit at higher pressures, substantially less heavy gas would be handled.
This would save a substantial amount of processing time. To this end, a design study is currently underway to determine if an upgrade to the isolation valve system can be provided to realize this productivity improvement.
Fan-Protection
Screen-Although this feature does not directly result in any benefit to conducting aeroelasticity studies, there is a model debris catch screen located at the wind tunnel turning vanes just upstream of the drive motor fan blades.
The provision of this catch screen recognizes the fact that aeroelastic model testing is very high risk and that the probability exists of a model failure that could damage the facility fan blades.
This catch screen has protected the fan blades from model debris in the past and is considered a very valuable facility feature that contributes to the suitability of the TDT for aeroelasticity testing. Test Section Isolation System-The tegt section and test chamber plenum area of the TDT can be isolated from the remainder of the tunnel circuit by a butterfly valve and a gate valve (see Fig. 4 ). Such models arc generally easier to build and lessexpensive thanfull-span models.However, semispan models generally require compromises instructural, inertial,andaerodynamic similitude. An example of a semispan model mounted in theTDT testsectionis shown inFig.13. Fig.13 -Transport model mounted toTDTsidewall support system.
Model Mount Systems
In thelate1980's, a second sidewall mount system, knownas the retractable turntable (RTT) apparatus became available at theTDT. It wasinitiallymounted 2.5'downstream ofthepreviously existing, conventional sidewall turntable, sothatforseveral years either sidewall support couldbeused.Theadvantage of theRTTwas thattheentire support system couldbetraversed in-andout(across 3-4ft. totalin distance) withrespect tothe wind tunnel wall so that modelswere no longer constrained to mount atthewallsurface. Thisprovided theabilityto designflexiblemount concepts, suchas model pitch-and-plunge degree-of-freedom supports, and actually allowthestructure ofthese concepts toreside out of the testsectionflow beyondthe normal physical tunnel-wall boundary. Furthermore, changes inthemount system, such asinstalling a force balance during portions ofthetesting, could bemorereadily accommodated. The RTTsystem proved to bea goodconcept; however, the fact thatit waslocated downstream ofthenormal sidewall mount position meant thatsome large models weretested near theextremes of uniform, constant Machnumber flow in thetest section. Toovercome thispossibly detrimental aspect of testing ontheRTT,theRTTwasmoved tothe forward sidewall position (TS72)in 1998, replacing the standard sidewall turntable.
Intheearly1990's, arequirement foramount system thatcould oscillate models atreasonably highfrequencies ledtothelatest sidewall-mount system attheTDT. This newsystem is knownastheOscillating Turntable, or OTT.At thetimeofthewriting ofthispaper, installation andcheckout of theOTThadjustbeen completed. This support system will nowbetheprimary sidewall mount systemat the TDT, replacingall previouslyused apparatuses. It hastheabilityto oscillate fairly large, heavy models atfrequencies upto40Hzandamplitudes fromapproximately 10°atlow frequencies to 1°atthe highest frequencies. A large hydraulic actuator provides thepower todrivetheOTTdynamically. Additionally, the OTTretainsall of the staticmodelpositioning capabilities of thepreviously available turntable systems, either directly controlled bythehydraulic actuator or by anindependent electric-drive system thatis alsoa partof theOTTsystem. A photograph of theOTTis shown in Fig. 14identifyingkey features of the OTTsupport system. It is anticipated thatthisOTTapparatus canbe used to provideunsteady transonic pressure andloads dataof unprecedented qualityduringoscillatory motions for relatively large,highlyinstrumented models.This typeof capability holdsthepotential of providing data thatcancontribute to further advancement of unsteady aerodynamic computational capabilities, whichin turn willimprove aeroelastic prediction capabilities. A sting-mounted model is shown mounted in the TDT in Fig. 15 .
Crossbar Support-Another support system that was available at the TDT in the 1960's was the crossbar support shown inFig.16. Thecrossbar support attached to the sidewall-mount turntable on one side of the test section and to a bearing support on the other side of the tunnel. The sidewall support system served as the pitch drive for this crossbar support. The advantage of the crossbar concept was that full-span, sting-mounted models could be tested to higher angles than available on the standard TDT sting support apparatus.
However, the load carrying capability of the crossbar mechanism was very limiting.
The high drag of the crossbar support also reduced the maximum tunnel operating condition to a Mach number of 0.9 and reduced the maximum operating dynamic pressure (at that time) by 20 to 25 percent. The apparatus was not extensively used and was apparently eliminated as a permanent facility capability due to this lack of use. to the free-stream flow. This is only for simplicity in presenting the system in the figure.
Typically, the cables actually pass through the test section walls and connect together outside of the aerodynamic flow of the tunnel using a system of pulleys. In the early 1970's, an additional system of cables was added to the two-cable-mount system. The primary purpose of these additional cables, known as the Fig. 19 shows a fixed mount system that supports a testbed referred to as the Aeroelastic Rotor Experimental System (ARES).
This stand and helicopter model testbed has been used for many research studies of aeroelastically scaled rotor blade systems. Reference 12 discusses other rotorcraft floor-mounted testbeds that were tested in the TDT throughout its history. Fig. 20 shows a launch vehicle model mounted on a floor turntable system. This This building also serves as an area for preparing rotor blades for testing and for acquiring data during hover with models mounted in the test cages.
Data Acquisition Systems
Analog era (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964) (1965) (1966) (1967) (1968) (1969) (1970) (1971) (1972) 
Sigma-V era (1972-1987)-
In 1972, the first completely digital based TDT DAS was installed.
This system was commonly referred to as the "Xerox Sigma-V" system. It was based entirely on "Diode-Transistor Logic" and was the first 32-bit DAS computer at Langley Research Center. 23 Other Langley wind tunnels had 16-bit computers.
24 The purpose of this system was to improve the quality and increase the quantity of data that could be acquired during a wind tunnel model test. 25 The system was designed to reduce lengthy setup time required for each test and provide automation in the areas of front-end signal conditioning and real-time processing. The Sigma-V system began the process of real and/or near real time data processing to guide the conducting of a test. The Sigma-V had four primary functions: 1) provide automatic front-end pre-conditioning; 2) acquire and archive test and model data to magnetic tapes; 3) process and display tunnel parameter data in real-time; and 4) process and display selected model data in real-time. 25 user external interfaces to the system. All external interfaces were interfaced through a digital input/output subsystem. "Nixie" displays and a monochrome graphic display unit (GDU) located in the control room provided for communication between the researchers and the digital computer.
The GDU provided graphical information on a cathode-ray tube display with refreshed vector graphics capabilities along with alpha-numerics. The user selected points or regions of interest on the GDU for post processing using a light gun. The system was not menu driven and commands were enter via a Teletype console. Programs were loaded into the machine via cardpunch readers. The user could not modify or code programs directly on the display terminals or store the programs on disk. The user would generally take an existing program and modify it for test-specific application needs. Fig. 22 shows the Sigma-V computer room and Fig. 23 shows a typical TDT test control room configuration during the Xerox Sigma computer system era. Its analog front-end system was capable of multiplexing six banks of 40 input channels and twenty fixed, preconditioned and filtered input channels to a 14-bit analog-to-digital subsystem (ADS). The maximum aggregate sample rate of the ADS was 50,000 samples per second. These signals would also be sent to a 200 Hz low bandwidth, 12-channel tape track recorder and/or a 20 kHz intermediate bandwidth analog tape recorder.
The system also had the capability of measuring pressure data using up to 36 pressure-scanning valves. Each scanivalve consisted of a rotary solenoid that would scan 47 separate pressure ports per scanning valve, yielding a total of 1692 pressure measurements. The computational subsystem had a 32-bit central processing unit, which was eventually upgraded to 96 kilo-words of core memory and two rapidaccess auxiliary storage disks, providing a total of twelve million bytes of direct access storage.
The system also provided sequential auxiliary storage via three nine-track digital magnetic tape units. The Sigma-V system software was partitioned into three components, the operating system, the secondary real-time operating system, and the user applications. 2_
The real-time OS was a real-time or batch monitor (RBM) system with prioritized internal and external interrupt handling. Figure 25 shows the control room and the computer system for the OA-DAS system. 
Data Acquisition
System Hardware- Figure 26 shows a system block diagram of the TDT DAS. The hardware components are comprised of two basic building blocks:
the acquisition subsystem and the computational subsystem.
Acquisition Subsystem-
The These modifications will lead to simplification of some operational procedures, and will provide direct time savings during several operational procedures.
Two of the more significant impacts will be: 1) start-up time at the beginning of heavy gas operations for a given test will be reduced by as much as four hours:
and 2! there will be even less likelihood of heavy gas hydrates forming in the cryogenic condensers associated with the HGRS. In past operations, the formation of such hydrates has often led to lengthy test delays (sometimes 3-4 days) while the encapsulated cryogenic condensers were allowed to warm up to melt the hydrates internal to the system.
It is believed that these improvements to the HGRS system, in conjunction with appropriate operational procedures, can prevent these lengthy delays. Ultimately, these improvements to the HGRS will result in moreproductiveaeroelastic testing,potentially reducing testcoststo facility usersthroughreduced occupancy times required. Another NASAfacilityproject hasbeen approved to automate the control of several systems associated with operations of the TDT. Of primary concern is the ability to automatically control Mach number of the flow via speed control of the fan-blade drive motor for the TDT.
In addition to fan-blade speed control, it is anticipated that control of fan-blade pre-rotation vanes and test section reentry flaps may also be implemented to provide further automation in changing wind tunnel test conditions.
Finally, improvements may also be made in the control and setting of the sting-support apparatus and the sidewall, semispan-model support system. All of these automations are aimed at conducting more productive wind tunnel tests. This will be particularly valuable for testing of non-aeroelastic, aerodynamic-measurement models that the TDT sometimes supports. Likewise, testing of low-risk, "rigid" models for the measurement of unsteady aerodynamics will proceed more efficiently with these facility automations.
On the other hand, fully manual operational control modes will be retained in case this is considered to be the safer manner of conducting aeroelastic tests in which slowly changing conditions are critical. This project is still being planned; however, it is anticipated to occur in 2002.
New Model Preparation
Area-With increased use of active control testing at the TDT, particularly associated with the testing of smart material applications, the need for additional laboratory space was identified several years ago. This increased need of space is basically associated with longer preparatory activities for ever more complicated models. This need has led to a facility construction project to convert a portion of the previously mentioned "Building 647" to a second, and more extensive, model preparation area (MPA). This new laboratory area consists of multiple rooms dedicated to tasks such as supporting multiple models simultaneously for laboratory ground tests, long-term storage of models, shipping and receiving of models, and storing electronic equipment associated with wind tunnel model preparation.
There will also be a dedicated work area for visiting personnel working on models in the laboratory. There will be two locations in the model support area for installing model support systems; however, it remains unclear at this point as to what the model support systems will look like because the construction project could not fully fund model support systems in the new MPA. As a minimum, the RTT sidewall-support system, which has recently been replaced by the Oscillating Turntable, will be installed in the MPA. This will provide a reasonable representation of the actual TDT sidewall-support system. It will also provide the ability to pitch a model in the laboratory in the same manner that is available in the test section.
This will be a new laboratory capability for the TDT. Table 2 is presented as an attempt to summarize the TDT data acquisition systems of the past, present, and future. This table provides information that illustrates the differences in the many TDT DAS capabilities and configurations.
Future
Data Acouisition System-
It can be stated that the primary requirement has been and will continue to be that the TDT DAS acquire, archive, display and process continuous time-series data in real-time.
It is planned within the next two years that the TDT DAS will undergo a revolutionary technology enhancement to improve the overall test process, data quality, and to reduce the total cost of conducting a test. The future DAS will be more intelligent and informative. It will be able to determine if signals are reasonable and may be able to assess if testing is following a normal process. It should be able to notify the operators of model and DAS problems and provide suggestions about how they may be corrected.
The future DAS will be able to simultaneously acquire at least 256 channels of analog data with each channel being set to a different cutoff frequency and group sampling rate)°The maximum sampling rate per channel is expected to be 6 kHz for a 256-channel configuration.
The future TDT DAS software will be based on the object-oriented programming languages C++ and JAVA.
The 
Concluding remarks
Capabilities of the Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT) which make it particularly suited to accomplishing successful aeroelastic testing have been described.
Developments at the facility throughout its history have been discussed in an attempt to capture past changes at the TDT and to summarize it present status. Planned future developments for the TDT wind tunnel facility also have been presented.
These proposed projects have the primary goal of establishing enhanced suitability of the TDT to support aeroelastic testing. It is anticipated that the TDT, with its heavy gas testing capability, will continue to provide unique capabilities for carrying out and advancing the state-of-the-art in experimental aeroelasticity intotheforeseeable future. 
